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Legal Disclaimer 

The following work is presented for informational purposes only. None of the information herein constitutes an offer to sell or buy 

any security or investment vehicle, nor does it constitute an investment recommendation of a legal, tax, accounting or investment 

recommendation by Freeman Publications, its employees or paid contributors. The information is presented without regard for 

individual investment preferences or risk parameters and is general, non-tailored, non-specific information.  

Freeman Publications, including all employees and paid contributors, agree not to trade in any security they write about for a 

minimum of three days (72 hours) following publication of a new article, book, report or email. Except for existing orders that 

were in place before submission (any such orders will also always be disclosed inside the document). This includes equity, 

options, debt, or other instruments directly related to that security, stock, or company. The author may have indirect positions 

in some companies mentioned due to holdings in mutual funds, ETFs, Closed End Funds or other similar vehicles, and there is 

no guarantee that the author is aware of the individual portfolios of any of those funds at any given time. Such indirect 

holdings will generally not be disclosed. 

Warning: There is no magic formula to getting rich, in the financial markets or otherwise. Investing often involves high risks and you 

can lose a lot of money. Success in investment vehicles with the best prospects for price appreciation can only be achieved through 

proper and rigorous research and analysis. Please do not invest with money you cannot afford to lose. The opinions in this content 

are just that, opinions of the authors. We are a publishing company and the opinions, comments, stories, reports, advertisements 

and articles we publish are for informational and educational purposes only; nothing herein should be considered personalized 

investment advice. Before you make any investment, check with your investment professional (advisor). We urge our readers to 

review the financial statements and prospectus of any company they are interested in. We are not responsible for any damages or 

losses arising from the use of any information herein. Past performance is not a guarantee of future results.  

This work is based on SEC filings, current events, interviews, corporate press releases, and what we've learned as financial journalists. 

It may contain errors and you shouldn't make any investment decision based solely on what you read here. It is your money and 

your responsibility. 

Freeman Publications Ltd. are 100% independent in that we are not affiliated with any security, investment vehicle, bank or 

brokerage house. 

All registered trademarks are the property of their respective owners. 
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COVID-19 IMPACT ON GLOBAL ECONOMY: 

 

• The Coronavirus outbreak, which originated in China, has infected more than  

4.4m people across the globe. 

• The world economy contracted by 4.8% in April. This was preceded by a 0.5% 

contraction in March as compared to 0.1% in February. 

• The Dow Jones Industrial Average, FTSE and Nikkei have all seen more than 25% 

corrections since the outbreak began on December 31st. 

• The spread of coronavirus will lead to serious economic impact across a multi-

year period, and government actions will simply not be enough to stop the 

decline. We believe many companies are underprepared for the consequences 

and mainstream media is too bullish in their short term sentiment 

• According to OECD, the World Economy could grow at its slowest rate since 2009 

this year due to the coronavirus pandemic. 

 

While there is no doubt that this has been a serious short-term shock to the economy, 

some companies have been hurt more than others. With this in mind, here are our 2 

stocks to sell if you're holding them right now. 
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American Airlines Group Inc (NASDAQ: AAL) 

 
Current Market Price at time of writing: $9.15              

52 Week Low: $8.25                

52 Week high: $34.99 

  

SUMMARY:   

 

Fundamental changes in the hospitality and travel industry have entirely overhauled the 

long-term outlook for AAL, who have the weakest position of the major US airlines. 

 

Inexperienced investors are flooding in - many with no more analysis than wanting to 

pick up a bargain. But the company's weak financials combined with a bleak short and 

mid-term outlook make it a strong sell candidate. 

  

Why is American Airlines a trap investment right now? 

In the year 2017, Warren Buffett of Berkshire Hathaway made a significant commitment 

to the airline industry of the United States by raising the company's stakes in American 

and Delta while obtaining a new position in Southwest Airlines. In total, Buffett bought 

around USD 2.5 billion of Southwest Airlines, and his holdings in Delta to around USD 3 

billion. This was hard to believe for a man who had once said that for investors, the airline 

industry was a "death trap."  

Many investors thought they were following Warren's advice by purchasing airline stocks. 

But since mid-February, the shares of four major US airlines, i.e., Delta Air Lines, American 

Airlines, United Airlines, and Southwest Airlines, have lost around two-thirds of their 

overall value.  

On May 2nd at Berkshire's annual meeting, Buffet announced that the company had sold 

all the substantial airline investments of Berkshire Hathaway the previous month at 

substantial losses. Buffett also assured the listeners that America's future is bright, and 

COVID-19 is but a temporary hiccup in overall prosperity. He said he was wrong about 

the airline business, and it seems like people will not fly long as they did in the last year, 

at least for the coming three to four years. Meaning airline profits will be adversely 

impacted going forward.  
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Fundamental analysis of AAL 

Before facing a share decline in travel, American Airlines and American Eagle operated 

around 700 flights daily, covering 50 major countries. But the COVID-19 outbreak 

collapsed the travel demand and following that AAL slashed the flights and now it seems 

that it will take years to return to a healthy state.  

On April 15th, AAL sent an agreement to the federal government seeking USD 5.8 billion 

bailouts to maintain its employees. But experts have stated this will not be enough. Helane 

Becker, an analyst at Cowen Research noted that with current government aid levels, AAL 

could only maintain its existing employee numbers for 4 to 6 months. However, based on 

current projections, demand for air-travel may be suppressed for the next 4 to 6 years. 

This would lead a severe company downsizing at best, and a worst-case scenario involving 

Chapter 7 bankruptcy. 

In the month of April, AAL faced a first-quarter loss of USD 2.65 per share, as revenues 

went down by 20 percent to around $8.5 Billion. The projected Q2 cash burn rate per day 

is $70m, and in Q3 this is expected to be $50m per day. Even if Q1 revenues hold (which, 

spoiler alert: they won't), the company is hemorrhaging money with no significant income 

in sight. 

Even before these conditions, AAL's finances had been fragile compared to competitors. 

As per their reports, over the last 3 years, yearly EPS had declined by 7 percent average 

rate, while revenues had only increased by 4 percent.   

Brief Technical Analysis of AAL 

As per the experts, the stock of AAL is now in the way on a long-term downtrend. The 

share of APP hit the lowest value since the year 2013. Now the COVID-19 outbreak has 

pushed the price below the stock's 50 and 200-day lines. 

What should current AAL shareholders do? 

The Grounding of Boeing 737 Max and the ongoing coronavirus outbreak have severely 

affected the airline industry as well as American Airlines (AAL) stock.  

AAL is the textbook definition of a trap investment right now. Many investors think this is 

a great time to get in as share prices are low. But here they need to think about the airline's 

performance in the coming years, and it is precarious at best. 

If you are a current AAL holder, it's time to suck it up, take the loss (remember you can 

write off capital losses on your tax return) and move your money to a company with better 

long-term prospects.  
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Bottom line 

Warren Buffett has been warning investors for two decades about making investments in 

airlines, saying that airlines have destroyed the capital of the investors. But his investment 

in American Airlines stock was quite strange given the AAL's poor average margins and 

high debts. At that same time, other airlines, such as Delta, United, and Southwest Airlines, 

had a good profit margin.  

But, in 2001 Berkshire Hathaway's annual letter, Buffett wrote that people would see who 

is swimming naked once the tide goes out. And the truth is the tide has gone out for all 

the airlines, and especially for American Airlines in 2020. 

The demand has gone, and the entire industry is now facing prolonged major losses. 

There was a time when airlines were considered high-quality and profit-generating 

businesses. But today things have changed dramatically.  

Being greedy when the stock market is fearful does not indicate that you should buy or 

hold without thinking. You can increase your other positions by getting out of American 

Airline's stock at whatever price you can. While drastic, this is the right step for now. 
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ALIBABA GROUP HOLDINGS LTD (NYSE: BABA) 
 

Current Market Price: $201.30 

52 Week Low: $147.95                

52 Week high: $231.14 

 

SUMMARY: 

 

The spread of the COVID-19 has brought China to a standstill and will hurt Alibaba's 

businesses "across the board", warned Daniel Zhang, the chief executive, even as he 

unveiled a 56 per cent year-on-year rise in net income to Rmb52bn ($7.5bn) for the final 

quarter of last year. 

 

SOFTBANKS'S STAKE SELL: 

 

Japanese holding company, Softbank, which owns ~24% of BABA's outstanding shares 

(current market value ~US$110bn) is likely to sell about $14 billion of shares to fulfill a 

giant stock buyback of ~US41bn and other financial changes being pushed by a hedge 

fund, Elliott Management.   

 

That $14 billion equates to ~79.4 million shares or 4.8x average daily volume. This is an 

increasingly poor situation for BABA investors, as the news came after share prices had 

already dropped 25% from previous highs. 

 

UNPROFITABLE CLOUD COMPUTING BUSINESS: 

 

Alibaba's oft-touted Cloud computing division still unprofitable. As cutbacks to core 

business due to COVID-19 are likely, we should see a decrease in subsidies to the cloud 

business in the near term. This will lead to it further falling behind Amazon, Microsoft, 

and Google in the cloud computing race, as well as being vulnerable to domestic 

competition from Tencent and Baidu. 

 

POOR QUARTERLY RESULTS: 

                                       

Earnings per share (EPS) for the most recent quarter is drastically reduced to 54.7% as 

compared to the industry EPS of 622.06%. Also, the YoY profit margin change was -2.32 

percentage points. 
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There has been a significant increase of 23.56% in operating expenses, which is highest 

in the last two financial years. Also, Net income for the quarter ended 31/2019 is 

increased by only 27.88% as compared to 241.33% in the previous quarter.  

 

Early reports indicate that while demand for goods in its core e-commerce business 

remains high, the supply chain disruptions will have a significant negative impact going 

forward. This is without taking into account lost revenue from reductions in merchant 

fees and lower advertising spend. 

 

KEY REASONS TO SELL: 

 

Fierce competition from Amazon and eBay will take time for Alibaba to build 

partnerships and relations in the U.S.  

 

Also, Alibaba's number of acquisitions over the past year likely to add costs in the near 

term.  

 

CFO Maggie Wu said the company's China retail and local consumer businesses, which 

accounted for 52.4% of sales in the recent quarter, would be hit the hardest as a result 

of the outbreak. 

 

CONCLUSION: 

 

Spread of Coronavirus, Unwinding of Softbank's position, Unprofitable cloud computing 

business, Poor quarterly results, and Tough competition in the International Markets 

likely to hit the stock in the upcoming quarter. Therefore, it is advisable to unwind your 

position in case you are holding it in your portfolio. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

  

 


